Distribution Blocks

**XS-905 Block**

Equipped with swivels for pulling line and conductors.
S+R model D-300 swivel is standard on the front of the board.
Hard Nose series Running Boards are designed to work with all S+R bundle blocks.

The Sherman & Reilly XS-905 is a versatile block for use in both distribution and sub-transmission construction. It can be positioned for angles and has a built-in uplift roller. The socket connector is an interchangeable fitting for suspension. The XS-905 block is ideal for longer spans and larger distribution conductor.

**9511 Blocks**

Ideal for use with Transformer Gin.
Sizes range from 5” to 12”
Full frame, straight yoke & swivel safety hook.
Forever Warranty™

The 9511 block, or “big little block,” is little in overall length and weight but big in sheave and load capacity. Side opening for ease in placing in hoisting line. Safety locking pin permits easy opening, positive locking and is captive to blocks. . .no parts to drop or lose.

Frame of high strength aluminum alloy, ribbed for extra strength and rigidity. Integral guard prevents wedging of lines. Sheaves mounted on anti-friction ball bearings are available with polished aluminum, neoprene lined, urethane lined, or ductile iron. Urethane lining recommended when wire rope hoisting lines are to be used.